UNIVERSITY LAB SCHOOL TRACK & FIELD
STATISTICAL HISTORY: TEAM AND EVENTS

TEAM STATE TITLES
1961: Class A Boys’ Runner-up
1962: Class A Boys’ Champion
1963: Class A Boys’ Runner-up
1964: Class A Boys’ Champion
1965: Class A Boys’ Champion
1969: Class A Boys’ Champion
1979: Class A Boys’ Champion
1989: Class A Boys’ Champion

INDIVIDUAL EVENT STATE TITLES BOYS’ AND GIRLS’
1963: Jerry Joseph 200 M Sprint Champion Boys’
1964: Carter Wilkinson Shot Put Champion Boys’
1965: Carter Wilkinson Shot Put Champion Boys’
1966: Ben Downing Shot Put Champion Boys’
1979: 4 X 440 YD. relay Champion Boys’ (Dwayne Hildreth, Gregory Harris, Samuel Morrison, Jeffery Poydras)4 X 880 YD. relay Runner-up Boys’
(Dwayne Hildreth, Gregory Harris, Samuel Morrison, Jeffery Poydras) Dwayne Hildreth 120 YD. high hurdle & 180 low hurdles Champion
Note: The 4 X 440 YD. dash state record still stands, as the event no longer exists (43.9 seconds)
Note: The 180 YD. low hurdles state record still stands, as event no longer exists (19.3 seconds)
1993: Lauren Byrd 800 M run & 1600 M Run & 3200 M run Champion Girls’
1996: Lauren Byrd 3200 M run Girls’ Champion & 1600 M run Runner-up Girls’
1997: Lauren Byrd 800 M run & 1600 M run & 3200 M run Girls’ State Champion Girls’
2003: Glen Davis shot put Runner-up Boys’
2005: Kent Digby 300 M hurdles Runner-up Boys’
2007: Ben Kilpatrick 1600 M run & 3200 M run Champion Boys’
2008: Ben Kilpatrick 1600 M run Runner-up & 3200 M run Champion Boys’
4 x 400 relay Champion Boys’ (Barrett Bailey, Jamar Thomas, Hudson Fuller, John Craig)
2009: Di’mon Jackson 400 M sprint Runner-up Girls’
Christian Armstrong 400 M sprint Runner-up Boys’
Ben Kilpatrick 3200 M run Runner-up Boys’
4 x 400 M relay Champion Boys’ (Barrett Bailey, Jamar Thomas, Sam Whitten, Christian Armstrong)
4 x 400 M relay Champion Girls’ (Di’mon Jackson, Emily Bankston, Kathryn Miles, Kayla Harris)
2010: Ben Kilpatrick 3200 M run Runner-up Boys’
Kayla Harris 400 M sprint Runner-up Girls’
4 x 400 M relay Champion Girls’ (Di’mon Jackosn, Emily Bankston, Kathryn Miles, Kayla Harris)
2011: Kayla Harris 400 M sprint Runner-up Girls’
Katie Sands 300 M hurdles Runner-up Girls’
Girls’ 4 x 400 M Runner-up Girls’ (Di’mon Jackson, Katie Sands, Laurel Chauvin, Kayla Harris)
2012: Micah Green long jump Runner-up Boys’
2013: D’Vante Dotson long jump Runner-up Boys’